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Summary

In the last decade a decidedly computational turn in scho-
larly editing is noticeable. Texts are not just encoded any-
more. To store and execute scholarly decisions increasin-
gly also program code is applied, which thereby becomes
a computational expression of scholarly theory. Theorists
and practitioners of such computational approaches have

not just put forward scalability and replicability as motiva-
tions for computational methods, but also the promise of
increased analytical power and on the horizon a changed
epistemology. This panel invites some of the most visible
proponents of these approaches to reflect on these promi-
ses and especially to try to deepen our understanding of the
epistemological value that is tied to applying code in the
domain of scholarly textual editing.

Introduction

How is the computational turn in scholarly editing fun-
damentally altering our understanding of the texts that we
edit? There is no question that the computational turn has
happened over the last decades (cf. Cugliana and Van Zun-
dert 2022; Ward 2022; Van Hulle 2021; Andrews 2019; Bu-
schenhenke 2019; Haentjens, Bleeker and Buitendijk 2018;
Ries 2017; Barabucci and Fischer 2017; Hadersbeck et
al. 2015; Oldman, Doerr, and Gradmann 2015; Rosenthal
2015; Buzzetti 2002).This panel poses, and tries to address,
the question of the long-term implications of the nature of
what we are now doing as digital textual scholars. Digi-
tal approaches from the recent decades in scholarly editing
have produced solid groundwork in theoretical principles
and concepts, practical methods and standards, as well as
functional tools and processes. Although there is something
of a broad consensus emerging in these areas, many of the
discussions about the future of digital and computational1

critical editing focus on the development of specific tools
and methods stemming directly from this consensus and not
on the long-term implications for the nature of what we do
as textual scholars.

THINK, as a research group, looks at the currently di-
spersed and technically oriented discourse from a wider
angle and an open stance. THINK seeks to highlight wi-
thout prejudice the extent of the possibilities of computa-
tional textual analysis that are currently emerging, and by
foregrounding to what degree these may, or already do, re-
present an epistemological shift in the nature of the textual
knowledge and understanding we seek by scholarly editing.
The discourse initiated by THINK thus questions whether
the computationally created editions of the future will me-
rely exist as a quantitatively upscaled means of the scho-
larly practice that exists today. Or if such computational
tools will rather allow us to analyse and represent the know-
ledge we edit as well as the knowledge we thus produce in
some dynamic reciprocal fashion. Or even if their applica-
tion will constitute a fundamental reorientation of the very
object of study itself, making it possible to engage with the
object of study in a methodically controlled dialectic that
considers both the analog and digital mode of being of the
object. The panel we propose is structured in three sub-the-
mes that serve to explore these meta-questions pertinent to
the future of computational scholarly editing.
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Contents of the Panel

New frontiers: Where does the current metho-
dological frontier of digital and computational
textual scholarship lie?

In the past, textual scholars have paid much attention to
limits, boundaries, and differences between the book and
the digital text. In many respects the frontier of digital phi-
lological methodology has moved past these questions of
materiality (Kirschenbaum 2008) and feasibility (e.g. Ba-
rabucci and Fischer 2017:47-49), not implying that these
questions are unimportant, but rather pointing out that the
leading edge of methodological thinking seems to have pro-
gressed into an area of questioning how scholarly process,
observation, interpretation, and even reasoning already is
or might be calculated upon algorithmically (Cugliana and
Van Zundert 2022). The assumption of these new metho-
dologies seems to be that they also improve in some ways
not just our analytics, but also our epistemological thinking,
and even our knowledge. This bears new emerging challen-
ges concerning the ways this new kind of thinking should
be transmitted to its users and audiences, so to be evaluated.
As a matter of fact, if the nature of our work is changing,
then there is a need to deepen our study of the language of
interfaces (cf. Andrews and Van Zundert 2018) so as to find
the best strategies to communicate not only our results but
also the very nature of our processes.

We ask the panellists to reflect on some questions in this
regard. What is already or may already be calculated algo-
rithmically in the field of philology, and where is the cur-
rent “computational horizon” for textual scholarship? What
do we think computation rather than digitization delivers
us? In what ways does this advance our textual scholarship
thinking? How do we communicate computed results to va-
rious textual scholarship audiences? Do we need new kinds
of visualisations and knowledge structures that go well bey-
ond the book metaphor?

The complexities of operationalizing scholarly
theory and perspectives in data and process

In related fields such as computational linguistics and
computational literary studies a discussion is going on con-
cerning the need for theoretical concepts to be effectively
connected with observed data in an unambiguous way (Pi-
chler and Reiter 2022, Bode 2023). The same need exists
in scholarly editing. In order to bridge the gap between the
theory and its actual instantiations it is necessary to express
the former as a discrete set of operations to be performed
on the data. What are the claims in this respect of current
advanced computational or digital textual scholarship? On
a practical level this operationalization raises questions on
how to deal with the intricacies and complexities of expres-
sing scholarly observation: what granularity of computatio-

nal description is needed and feasible, and how does a scho-
lar practically engage with such granular complex digital
data and information? The levels of indirection required to
realise this approach might seem overly complex. How can
we augment the granularity of data, its addressability, and
tractability in order to break down our theories and create
explicit connections between our observations and textual
phenomena?

Panellists could reflect on the following questions. How
do we make computational and digital data, information,
and processes of the highest granularity tractable not just by
machines but also by the human scholar? Does computatio-
nal textual scholarship lead to a hairball problem squared?
Are graph based structures of text and annotations a more
effective means to express interpretation and annotation of
text, and even scholarly reasoning about texts? Are seman-
tic web solutions such as RDF-LOD sufficient? Are current
leading-edge graph models and solutions able to embrace
an open world assumption in a dialectical fashion and prac-
tically relate it to standing textual scholarly practice? Can
we augment open world knowledge graphs with a techno-
logy supporting logical reasoning to push ahead computa-
tional hermeneutics?

The object of research: Are we moving into vir-
tualized textual scholarship?

THINK emerges from a group of scholars who, for the
most part, were concerned with the edition of mediaeval
manuscript works. The theory and practice of such editing
was always necessarily a negotiation between the material
and unique instances of manuscript text, and the desire to
systematise knowledge of “text” (cf., for instance, Cerquig-
lini 1999). Editing in print tended to prioritise the latter, in
the name of eradicating error or other forms of variance.
Digitization and computationalization, on the other hand,
exert a strong reifying force on textual scholarship. Invol-
ved and intimate working with digital and computational
methods tends to substitute the materiality of manuscript
sources with the immediacy of digital representation and
datafication. We can therefore state that our work is more
and more centred on virtualized objects of study, which af-
fects the very nature of our own workflows and methods
(cf. Ward 2022). As a matter of fact, digital textual scholar-
ship to an extent virtualizes different classes of knowledge
about the work in the same digital space - creative links
which might previously have been (only) conceptual and
cognitive can now be expressed editorially. Additionally,
the statements, annotations and processes of the researcher
and editor can now be, must be, explicit. In this dispensa-
tion, what then is the epistemological link between the sum
of assertions about a (textual) object, and that object itself,
however defined? Can it be the case that the very object of
study, in this case the work that is presumed to exist in the
material object, is itself altered? What does this mean with
regard to our objects of research, and how does this impact
our epistemological processes?
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Thus we ask our panellists: Is the nature of the digital ob-
ject of research different with respect to the analog object?
In what sense? How does our knowledge about the objects
of study change when we recognise and start making as-
sertions on digital objects? If we move into an age of si-
mulated textual scholarship, what gains do we see for phi-
lological process and knowledge inference? What are the
potential gains and pitfalls of the fact that virtualization and
digital objects provide the possibility to make observations
and processes of philology completely explicit and proven-
ance completely transparent?

Invited Panellists

Prof.in Dr. Tara Andrews Universität Wien, Austria
(0000-0001-6930-3470)

Ronald Haentjens Dekker DHLab / Huygens Institute,
Amsterdam (0000-0001-6737-7986)

Max Grüntgens Deutsches Dokumentationszentrum für
Kunstgeschichte – Bildarchiv Foto Marburg, Germany

Prof. Dr. Aengus Ward University of Birmingham,
United Kingdom (0000-0001-9526-0718)

Dr. Joris van Zundert Huygens Institute, Amsterdam
(0000-0003-3862-7602)

Moderator

Jun.-Prof.in Dr. Elisa Cugliana Universität zu Köln, Uni-
versity of Cologne (0000-0002-6460-2954)

Fußnoten

1. In our work (cf. Cugliana and Van Zundert 2022) we
understand the difference between digital and computatio-
nal approach in that the first is primarily interested in di-
gital encoding and representation, while the latter refers
to the application of (bespoke) computer code as a tool to
operationalize the very activity and processes of scholarly
editing.
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